CMMC Achieved.
Simple.Effective.Efficient

Powerful App + Expert Advisory

All Contractors Must At Least Certify at Level 1
The DoD is finalizing a new set of cybersecurity
standards for doing business with the department:
The Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification
(CMMC). The new regulations aim to combine
various cyber control standards such as NIST SP 800171A, 800-171B and NIST SP 800-53 into one unified
standard for cybersecurity.
CMMC represents more
stringent DoD scrutiny of
security controls for
defense contractors.
Beginning in 2020,
CMMC will require
DoD contractors to
undergo a third-party
audit to certify
compliance for handling
CUI at levels 1 to 5. The
certification will then
become a requirement
for new contract awards.

However, we realize that an software is not enough
for most DoD contractors. No matter how “easy” it is
to use an application, Rizkly understands that success
requires continuous guidance and handholding which
is what our virtual compliance officers (vCOs) provide
each customer pursuing CMMC compliance

Designed for CMMC Compliance

A Certain Path to CMMC Success
Rizkly provides your firm with a powerful tool along
with an expert advisor to ensure your success. We
created this SMB-friendly cyber compliance model
based on our experience helping dozens of
companies achieve their compliance objectives.
The Rizkly applications supports CMMC certification
requirements like auditor access and level-specific
controls, saving you hassle and money. Rizkly lets
you automatically generate audit-report reports such
as a system security plan (SSP) so your teams are not
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spending all of their time preparing and worrying
about CMMC assessment readiness.

Below are some of the CMMC compliance activities
where Rizkly vCOs assist defense contractors from
the moment you start with us.
§
§
§
§
§

Gap Assessment, CUI identification and
boundary definition so your scope is correct
Expert assistance with policy creation and
evidence collection plans
Audit-ready documents (SSP, IRP, etc.)
Assistance in creating procedures, risk mitigation
plans & preparing for your CMMC assessment
Ongoing PMO/advisory and quarterly reviews
with leadership team to ensure you stay on track
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Demonstrate CMMC Compliance

Work with a Rizkly CMMC Expert from Day 1

Large companies have compliance departments
and big budgets for complex software and
consulting engagements to manage compliance.
Small and mid-size defense contractors now
have the Rizkly CMMC compliance app, an easyto-use SaaS cloud software tool that lets you
demonstrate your CMMC compliance. Together
with your Rizkly vCO, the Rizkly app serves as
the single place where you organize documents
and demonstrate CMMC policies, procedures
and tracking for ongoing cyber hygiene.

After choosing Rizkly, your vCO will contact you to get
a baseline understanding of your organization and
your environment, and to schedule a gap assessment.
At the end of the assessment, your Rizkly vCO
provides a prioritized plan for achieving CMMC
certification at your targeted level. From the start,
your vCO works closely with you and is always
accessible, improving your firm’s security &
compliance acumen as well as its cyber posture.

Expert Advisory

Secure Cloud

Why Rizkly
§
§

A complete CMMC compliance solution that is
effective and efficient
Affordable subscription pricing that includes a
powerful SaaS cloud app as well as expert advisory
Experienced partner with dozens of completed NIST
compliance engagements
Peace of mind knowing you will achieve continuity
with DoD contracts without breaking the budget

Policy & Controls

Artifact Library

Access Control

Progress & Review

§

SSP Generation

Evidence Collection

Task Alerts

Employee Training

If Rizkly sounds like the right path for your firm’s CMMC
readiness and certification success, please contact us
today. We’d love to learn more about your needs and
tell you more about Rizkly.

§

About Us
Rizkly offers SMBs an alternative to costly traditional consulting services and complex GRC platforms.
With Rizkly, SMBs can achieve cybersecurity health compliance more quickly, at lower cost and without
impacts to business priorities. Rizkly’s Guided Security and Compliance service gives you the confidence
to grow business further.
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